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VISION:

MISSION:

Every Filipino worker attains full, decent
and productive employment.

To promote gainful employment opportunities,
Develop human resources, protect workers and
promote their welfare, and maintain industrial
peace.

QUALITY POLICY:
The DOLE MIMAROPA adopts the following Quality Policy:
The DOLE MIMAROPA commits to provide excellent services to our stakeholders in attaining full,
decent and productive employment.
We shall have an effective quality management system in pursuing our mandates to promote
gainful employment opportunities, develop human resources, ensure voluntary compliance on labor
standards and policies among our industrial partners, protect workers and uphold their welfare.
We shall be steadfast in adhering to our Quality Management System and applicable legal
requirements in implementing principles of effective services and continual improvement while
maintaining our integrity through transparency and accountability towards attaining our vision.

Directory of Regional anf Field Offices
REGIONAL OFFICE
3F CONFIL Bldg., Roxas driver corner
Sampaguita St., Brgy. Lumangbayan,
Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro
OIC-Director Atty. Alvin Villamor
043 288 2272

Oriental Mindoro
2F CONFIL Bldg., Roxas drive corner
Sampaguita St., Brgy. Lumangbayan,
Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro
Juliana H. Ortega
043 433 2208

Occidental Mindoro
2F Gessnec Bldg., Rizal St.,
San Jose, Occidental Mindoro
Roy DV Balleza
043 491 4656

Palawan
2F, SIA Bldg., Wescom Road, Brgy. San Pedro,
Puerto Prinsesa City, Palawan
Luis B. Evangelista
048 433 2208

Romblon
Rm. 2, 2F Servañez Commercial Bldg.,
Brgy. LIwayway, Odiongan Romblon
Carlo B. Villaflores
042 567 5777

Marinduque
Casa Del Var II, #22 National Road, Santol,
Boac, Marinduque
Peter James Cortazar
042 754 7011

LETTER TO THE SECRETARY
Republic of the Philippines
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

Regional Office No. IV – B
MIMAROPA

HON. ROSALINDA DIMAPILIS-BALDOZ
Secretary
Department of Labor and Employment
7th Floor, DOLE Building,
Intramuros, Manila

Dear Secretary Baldoz:
We are pleased to provide you a copy of our 2015 Annual Report covering the significant
accomplishments of DOLE MIMAROPA.
Thank you.

Very truly yours,

ATTY. ALVIN M. VILLAMOR
OIC Regional Director

DOLE Region IV – B 3/F CONFIL Building Roxas Drive cor. Sampaguita St. Brgy. Lumangbayan, Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro
Telephone: (043) 288 - 2078 Telefax: (043) 288 – 2080 E- mail: doleregion4b@yahoo.com
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Regional Director’s Message
Our warmest greetings to the entire Department of Labor and Employment and more importantly to the
people of MIMAROPA.
Indeed, it is with unique pride that I speak in behalf of the young (and not so young), vibrant and
competitive DOLE MIMAROPA team, having been part of it for one year and a half as Assistant Regional Director
(and now as OIC-Regional Director).
When I left DOLE-IVB in August 2013, there was no iota of doubt in my mind that the employees therein
(both regular and contractual) could achieve the targets given to them quickly, effectively and efficiently.
Recent events have proved me correct. In the recent DOLE-YEPA (2015), DOLE IV-B obtained two awards:
Best DOLE Integrated Livelihood Program Implementer for 2014
Best in Service Quality Training (RTWPB-IVB) for 2014
Also, in December 2014 the Department of Labor and Employment thru
Secretary Rosalinda Dimapilis-Baldoz conferred the award of Best Special Program for Milestone Award to
Regional Office IVB; and in October 2015, the Secretary’s Award was granted to DOLE IVB on the occasion
of the 15th National PESO Congress “in recognition of its dedication in the Department’s advocacy on the
institutionalization of Public Employment Service Offices (PESOs), as evidenced by its exemplary
accomplishment in assisting all the PESOs within the province (of Marinduque) to be full institutionalized.”
More to the point - In December 2015 when in just a matter of two (2) weeks after my return to DOLE IV-B,
Typhoon Nona struck, hitting most of Oriental Mindoro, and some parts of Romblon and Marinduque, the DOLEIVB Team moved speedily in support of the efforts of Undersecretary Nicon F. Fameronag and the International
Labour Organization, quickly responding and conducting ocular assessments of the affected areas where Nona
caused huge damage to households, agriculture, infrastructure and livelihood of our constituents, and rapidly
working on the Emergency Employment Program with the assistance of the PESO Managers of the affected
municipalities.
In this trying time, DOLE MIMAROPA achieved not only success but also vindication, in the process,
crystallizing what a few good men and women could achieve if they work with unity, cooperation and cohesion.
The EEP Narrative Report spells it all – A total of Php 16,875,534.63 spent to provide emergency
employment to 4,200 workers as target beneficiaries, “The Project also was a major support to the Local
Government Units in their efforts towards rehabilitation and recovery through various public works and community
sources. The local economy has also been positively affected thru the infusion of cash as a result from trading and
market interplay.”
True, despite the unique archipelagic nature of this Region, much was achieved.
Yet much more, needs to be done for attaining the goals of providing full, decent and productive
employment is not manifested by just a number of accomplishments. To be certain, our clients are keenly
expectant of the outcomes of our various programs and services. It is through them (and with them) that we can
finally say that we have accomplished so much, and that we can do anything.
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And as 2016 unfolds, to all the DOLE-IVB staff let me repeat the challenge to always give your best in every
task that you do; to work as selflessly as possible; to labor as a team; and to work as one… for no matter how
daunting the task is, with our strong partnerships with the Local Government Units, other National Government
Agencies and private organizations; and working as one cohesive unit, we can do it.
Yes, as ONE we can…..!

ATTY. ALVIN M. VILLAMOR
OIC, Regional Director
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Assistant Regional Director’s Message
2015 was one of the inspiring year of DOLE 4B as we are confronted with different
challenges such as unprecedented budget cut and the year-end Typhoon Nona that wreak
havoc to the region.
Inspiring that even though these challenges may have affected the implementation of our P/
A/Ps, still we have managed to achieve its objectives and even surpassed our targets. Proofs
herewith are the numerous awards received by this Office, kudos to the overwhelming
dedication of our employees, the strengthened linkages to our partners, and stakeholders
believing to the mandate of the department and to its leadership.
This annual report showcases only just the tip of the iceberg of our accomplishments and our
potentials. Let us not stop pursuing for greatness for the advantage of our customers.
Our world is constantly changing every day, we need to recharge our mind, convert new
ideas into output and need to be situational so we can adapt to the changes together and
no one will be left behind.
We can do it...because as one, we can...

RODERICK F.TAMACAY
OIC, Asst. Regional Director
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Public Employment Service & Labor Market Information
APPLICANTS REFERRED THROUGH PESO
One of the major

TARGET : 41, 641 ACCOMPLISMENT: 72,498 jobs of PESO is to

alleviate job application of unemployed individuals under its function
of employment facilitation through referral of applicants to
establishments or companies.Looking at this year’s target of 41,161,
nearly 178% increase was clearly recorded having referred 73, 177
total applicants for possible employment.

NO. OF INDIVIDUALS REACHED (LMI) / NO. OF INSTITUTIONS REACHED

TARGET : 49,030 ACCOMPLISMENT: 106,087

TARGET : 743 ACCOMPLISMENT: 1,572

Disseminated through various programs of the Department and through PESO activities, Labor Market Information
(LMI) has reached 106,587 individuals,217.39% far above the target of 49,030. More so, there were 1,572 institutions
reached including those in some of the island municipalities of the region, a 211.57% leap in the 743 target in 2015.

NO. OF INSTITUTIONALIZED PESOs
The Department’s incessant advocacy of PESO institutionalization has
resulted to 6 PESOs institutionalized in which all provinces of the region
have reached their target of 1 institutionalized PESO except for
Marinduque which has accomplished 2.The institutionalized PESOs are
those in the Municipality of Gloria in Oriental Mindoro, San Jose in
Occidental Mindoro, Banton in Romblon, Torrijos and Boac in Marinduque
and Aracelli in Palawan.
Institutionalized PESOs are provided with regular plantilla and appropriated
funds which also provided PESO with the required formal status that assures
the sustainability and efficiency of the delivery of its employment services.
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PROVINCE OF MARINDUQUE NOW HAS 100% INSTITUTIONALIZED PESOs

The Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) Marinduque Field Office is much pleased
to announced that the Province of Marinduque now has 100% Institutionalized PESOs and now
hopes for the achievement of the DOLE Secretary’s Award for 100 percent institutionalized
PESOs.
An institutionalized PESO is one who has appropriate legal status provided by the local
lawmaking body, adequate staffing and funding for its operations, proper training for its
personnel, effective systems, procedures and linkages with markets and private employment
service providers, set up a network of relevant stakeholders, and LMI in place which helps
planning and monitoring in the area of employment and self-employment. This also means
that the Office is permanently created with regular budget through local legislation; it can be a Sangguniang
Bayan/Lungsod or Provincial Board Resolution and Ordinance.
Marinduque is a 4th Class Province (Source: Philippine Statistics Authority - National Statistical Coordination
Board) and is an agricultural province, primarily growing rice and coconuts. Handicrafts from Marinduque are also
exported to different parts of the world, and fishing is another important part of the economy. It is also the
geographical center of the Philippine archipelago by the Luzon Datum of 1911.
DOLE Marinduque Field Office Head Peter James D. Cortazar revealed that this accomplishment was not a walk in
the park. It took a lot of convincing, lobbying, and advocacy for Provincial and Municipal PESO Institutionalization.
We simply followed the PESO Institutionalization Process. Mr. Cortazar thanked and lauded the PESOs for a job well
done in making this triumphant feat and in implementing the DOLE-PESO programs to the grassroots. Much thanks is
also given to Director Teodoro T. Delson for his Leadership, Support and Guidance. Also being acknowledged is my
predecessor, Mr. Luis Evangeslista who laid the groundwork towards this achievement. Below is a Matrix Summary of
Marinduque PESO Institutionalization..
Local Government
Unit
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Chief Executive

PESO Manager

Date of
Institutionalization

1

Provincial
Government of
Marinduque

Carmencita O.
Reyes (Governor)

Erma E. Reyes

December 12, 2011

2

Municipality of
Boac

Roberto M. Madla
(Mayor)

Ramonchito Larga

September 01, 2014

3

Municipality of
Buenavista

Russel S. Madrigal
(Mayor)

Cristina T. Pergis

April 08, 2013

4

Municipality of
Gasan

Victoria A. Lao-Lim
(Mayor)

Dahlia N. Ituralde

June 11, 2012

5

Municipality of
Mogpog

Senen M. Livelo
(Mayor)

Vivian L. Logatoc

March 03, 2014

6

Municipality of
Sta.Cruz

Hon. Wilfredo R. Red
(Mayor)

Shirley Q. Fajardo

December 17, 2012

7

Municipality of
Torrijos

Gil R. Briones (Mayor)

Maricel P. Catayas

June 29, 2015

Resolution/Ordinance
Resolution No. 517 Series
2011, Enact.: Provincial
Ordinance No. 95 Series
2011
Ordinance No. 177 S. 2014,
Enact.: 8th Sangguniang
Bayan of Boac-2014
Resolution No. 30 - 2013,
Enact.: Municipal
Ordinance No. 138 Series
2013
Municipal Ordinance No.
139, Series of 2012
Resolution No. 56 - 2014,
Enact.: Municipal
Ordinance No. 2014-183
Resolution No. 133 S. 2012,
Enact.: Municipal
Ordinance No. 76-S. 2012
Resulution No. 2015-097
Enact.: Municipal
Ordinance 2015-04
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MARINDUQUE HOLDS PROVINCEWIDE CAREER CONGRESS FOR 2015
Boac, Marinduque, March 21 & 22 – The Department of Labor and Employment – Marinduque Field Office
(DOLE-Marinduque FO) in coordination with the Department of Education (DepEd) successfully conducted the 2015
Provincewide Career Congress held at Marinduque National High School (MNHS). A total of 111 guidance
counselors and designated guidance counselors from both public and private schools in the province, supervisors,
Public Employment Service Office (PESO) managers and heads/representatives of different national agencies
participated on the said two-day activity.
Mr. Peter James D. Cortazar, Field Officer of DOLE-Marinduque and Ms. Laida L. Mascareñas, OIC-Schools
Division Superintendent of Deped Marinduque opened the gathering with warm greetings and both of them
extended their gratitude and continued support for the career advocates. It was followed by Mr. Cortazar’s
presentation on the Congress overview and house rules. The first input of the Congress, Labor Market Information
(LMI) was delivered by Mr. Marjun S. Moreno, Senior Labor and Employment Officer from DOLE-Marinduque where
he discussed the basics of LMI including the Top 10 In-Demand and High-Paying Jobs last 2014. Dr. Leodegario M.
Jalos, Vice President for Academic Affairs of Marinduque State College represented their new president, Dr. Merian
C. Mani, and presented their priority courses offering under the Kto12 Program. In the afternoon, Mr. Eleazar P.
Manaog, Science Research Specialist II of the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) – Marinduque tackled
the Kto12 Career Path in Science and Technology. Director Baron L. Lagran, Regional Director of Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) IV-B lectured about the Career Path in Trade Skills under Kto12
and also affirmed his strong support and commitment to facilitate the training of the teachers for them to acquire
much needed trade skills. The first day session was wrapped-up through an open forum wherein numerous questions
and issues were raised and given answers and resolutions.
On the second day, personality test methods like the RIASEC and MBTI were discussed respectively by
guidance counselors’ Ms. Florida Salcedo of MNHS and Ms. Shiela Fernandez of Bangbang National High School
(BNHS). It was followed by presentation of Ms. Josefina P. Brual, Guidance Counselor of Buenavista National High
School (BNHS) on Peer Facilitation and discussion on Basic Skills for Coaching/Pagpapatnubay by Ms. Alma Teresa B.
Del Mundo, Guidance Counselor of MNHS. Ms. Luzviminda G. Salvacion, Principal of BNHS clearly elaborated and
explained the Principles of Career Coaching and emphasized the importance of empathetic listening to
fully understand the given behavior of the client-students. DepEd’s Senior High School Coordinator in Marinduque,
Ms. Shiela S. Saet also discussed the status on the preparation for senior high school implementation next year
while Ms. Maita M. Lazares, Education Program Supervisor and Assistant Chief of School Governance and
Operation Division (SGOD) presented the Division Action Plans on Guidance and Counseling Services.
Afterward, each schools and clusters were given the chance to report their accomplishment
related to career guidance.
Before the Congress ended, new set of officers for Career Guidance
Network of Marinduque (CGNM) were elected and brief meeting of
Network’s officials was held wherein numerous plans were approved
for implementation. During the closing ceremony, both Mr.
Cortazar and Ms. Mascareñas, heads of DOLE and Deped in
Marinduque stressed the meaningful challenge ahead
towards the full implementation of Kto12 and the
importance of continued perseverance of all
guidance and career advocates towards a brighter
future and opportunities for all the youth and
students of the province.
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JOBS FAIR
National Jobs Fairs (Labor Day and Independence Day)
Applicants Registered: 1,674 Hired on the Spot: 217
112 Hired on the Spot in Oriental Mindoro Labor Day Jobs Fair
One hundred twelve (112) applicants were hired on
the spot during the Labor Day jobs and livelihood fair
conducted in Pinamalayan, Oriental Mindoro posing
25% of the total four hundred sixty seven (467)
registered job applicants.

and Toyota Batangas for local employment; First
Northern Int’l Placement Inc., YWA Human Resources
Corp., Tiffany Int’l Services, Inc., Bison Management
Corp., Worldwiser Int’l Inc., and Pacific Star Int’l
Employment Agency Corp.

At the end of the jobs fair, DOLE recorded 446
qualified applicants and 114 near hires who are
required for completion of documents and further
interview.

Part of the program was the awarding of
livelihood grants to three (3) associations worth more
than a million pesos. PALMS Livelihood Association
ofPinamalayan received P498,108.00 for their Soya
Production Project. Moreover, Agapayan Catering
Service of Bansud received P208, 890.00 for their
Catering Service while Marine Aquaculture Processing
Service (MAPS) of BS Fisheries Students of MINSCAT
Bongabong had P315,000.00 for their Culture and
Hatchery of Abalone.

There were a total of 2,637 available jobs in the
event, of 1,342 were local and 1,295 were for overseas
employment.
Participating agencies include First Inner Trade
Credit Corp., Taytay sa Kauswagan, Helping Hand
Development Cooperative, Jollibee, Avance Pilipinas,
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Special Program for the Employment of Students
As one of the regularly implemented program of the Department,
there were 6,818 beneficiaries of SPES for the year 2015 of which the
most number of students came from Palawan. LGUs through its PESOs
are the strong and reliable partners of DOLE in the implementation of
the program.

SPES TESTIMONIALS
“Marami pong naitulong sa akin ang SPES dahil nagkaroon ako ng work experience mula sa
2 opisina kung saan akona-assign. Dahil din dito, nagging kapaki-pakinabang ang aking
bakasyon at hindi na saying sa walang kabuluhang bagay lang. Higit sa lahat, nakatulong ako
ng pinansyal sa magulang ko dahil nagamit ko ang aking sweldo bilang SPES noong
sumunod na pasukan.” - Clarisse S. Lopez, Certified Public Accountant

“Para po sa iba pang SPES beneficiaries na kagaya ko, magpasalamat po tayo sa oportunidad na
ibinigay sa atin at pagbutihin po natin ang ating trabaho hindi lang dahil sa sweldo na
matatanggap natin kundi higit ay sa natututuhan natin upang mas mapaunlad ang ating
kakayahan.” - Matilde C. Bayeta, Labor and Emplyment Offcer II

Isa sa aking natutunan bilang SPES beneficiary ay tamang time
management. Bilang isa ng guro ngayon, nakatulong ito ng malaki sa pagaayosko ng aking schedule sa pag tuturo at sa paggawa ng iba pang trabaho
na may kaugnayan sa aking responsibilidad.—Menchi F. Fabro, Teacher I

“Sa simula po bilang SPES, hindi pa malinaw sa amin ng
mga kasamahan ko kung ano talaga ang aming gagawin.
Pero nang ma-assign kami sa isang opisina, doon unti-unti
kaming natuto ng mga actual na gawain at kung paano
maki salamuha at magbigay galang sa ibang tao lalong
higit sa mga empleyado doon.”
-PO2 Aiza Mae Riego, Police Officer II
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Government Internship Program
Fueled by the program’s genuine purpose of providing newly graduates
and skilled students relevant trainings for better employment
opportunities, the 398 target for 2015 almost tripled by the total
accomplishment of 557. Some previous beneficiaries of GIP have been
reportedly absorbed by participating company and or now employed
with higher salaries.

TARGET : 398 ACCOMPLISMENT: 557

DOLE Romblon orients 73 GIP beneficiaries before deployment
A total of 73 Government Internship Program (GIP)
beneficiaries from different municipalities in the
Province of Romblon for 2015 were given orientation
about the program by DOLE Romblon Field Office,
through the leadership of Field Office Head Mr. Carlo B.
Villaflores at Provincial Capitol, Brgy. Capaclan,
Romblon, Romblon and at Sato Dizon Arcade, Brgy.
Tabingdagat, Odiongan, Romblon.
Mr. Villaflores dared each beneficiary to give their best
shot while learning the ropes of being a civil servant for
this will open bigger opportunities inside the
organization they will be working for. “Marami na’ng
GIP ng DOLE ang in-absorb ng opisinang kanilang
pinasukan dahil ipinakita nila ang kanilang angking
talino, galing, kakayanan at disiplina sa pagtatrabaho
kahit na hindi ganun kalaki ang kanilang
allowance mula sa DOLE”, he said.
Angelic Joyce Fontabla, a 20-year old
BSBA graduate of Romblon State
University (RSU) was one of those were
lucky to be included on the list of GIP
beneficiaries. “Nakakatuwa po na isa ako
sa mapalad na nakapasok na maging
GIP beneficiary ng DOLE sapagkat
mabibigyan ako ng pagkakataon na
ipakita ko ang aking galing, talino at
diskarte sa trabaho and at the same time
I will learn very valuable things not just
being a public servant but being a Filipino Citizen
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helping our country to become great. This program will
give me hundred of good possibilities in my career”,
she said. Ms. Fontabla was also a SPES baby of LGUOdiongan, Romblon while she was a college student of
RSU.
Most of the beneficiaries are fresh graduates of
bachelor’s degree and technical-vocational courses
from various schools and universities in and outside
Romblon. Each beneficiary has a maximum of six (6)
month contract in order for them to appreciate the
value of being a public servant and to give them the
opportunity to gain experience on office works and to
hone their skills such as communication, clerical,
computer and inter-personal relationship which are
essential to getting a good job in the competitive world
of work.
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DOLE INTEGRATED LIVELIHOOD and EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
From the target of 2,879, DOLE IVB was able to benefit 3,973 individuals
through the DOLE’s Integrated Livelihood and Emergency Employment
Program (DILEEP) of which the highest number of beneficiaries was
recorded from Romblon totaling 2,434 or 61% of the total
accomplishment.
Among the beneficiaries of the program are from informal sector,
unemployed or disadvantaged workers who were either assisted
under the Kabuhayan Program, one of the DILEEP’s two main TARGET : 2,879
components, or under the Emergency Employment Program (EEP),and the Tulong
Pang hanap buhay sa Ating Disadvantaged/Displaced Workers (TUPAD).

BEST DOLE ASSISTED LIVELIHOOD PROJECT
Hard work and determination to fulfill their dream to
success
were
the
first
foundation
of
SANAKAor
SamahangNagtataguyod ng Kabuhayan in running a
livelihood out of banana fruit.The association started its
banana chips production in 2011 with only two thousand and
fifty pesos (P2,050.00) contributed by its 15 members without
equipment and utensils of its own.Production was then carried
out in a place being rented by SANAKA where members used
to bring their own equipment just to be able to cook banana
chips and sell them cheaply in the locality.
In 2012, SANAKA had better perspective for growth
through the financial assistance granted by DOLE Oriental
Mindoro/IV-B worth P150,000.00 that was purposely used in
purchasing equipment for easier and better production of
banana chips. Since then, they were able to expand their
market in a way that supplying to pasalubong centers in
Calapan City became part of their business.Rise in number of
walk-in customers and pre-orders also became very
noticeable.Better production and management were evident
in winning a prize in a livelihood contest held by the City
Government of Calapan which enabled them to have a more
decent building to call their own located in SitioCalawang,
Lumangbayan, Calapan City.
With the success of the first grant, SANAKA was then
again chosen for another financial grant of P240,000.00 out of
a convergence project of DOLE and DOST under the
livelihood enhancement program.The said grant was in
cooperation with the City Government of Calapan as the
Accredited Co-Partner of the project. It allowed the
association to have more power to grow as they enhanced
their packaging with the help of DTI and through applying for
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FDA approval. At present,
the Analytical Laboratory
Test Report with contains
the nutritional contents of
the product was already
issued by SentroTek, a
private agency expert to
examine health value of
foods. SANAKA now also
produces
cheeseflavored,
sesameflavored and hot and
spicy (all are available
upon order) in addition to
their
first
producedsweetened and salted
banana chips. It is sold
wholesale with 10 pieces
per bundle for only
P110.00 or P11.00 per
piece.
SANAKA’s
financial reports showed
that from 2013, the
association’s total fund is
recording no less than
P200,000.00 per year with
the highest recorded
fund in June 2015 of P397,
000.00.

ACCOMPLISMENT: 3,973
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DOLE IV – B awards 2.3M to 610 DILEEP beneficiaries in Romblon
DOLE IV-B, through Romblon Field Office, assisted 610
beneficiaries from five (5) associations and one (1)
cooperative by providing Php 2,374,210.00 for their
chosen livelihood projects in different municipalities of
Romblon Province for the second quarter of 2015.
Four (4) association projects from Banton, namely;
Tobago Women’s Association and Yabaw Kita’s
Charcoal Briquetting Production from Agro-forestry
Wastes,
Poblacion
Women’s
Association’s
Establishment of Salon, and Alumni Network on Social,
Cultural and Economic Responsibilities (ANSCER)’s
Establishment of Tailoring Shop were funded with the
amounts of Php 192,940.00, Php 192,940.00, Php
219,510.00 and 383,620.00 respectively. On the other
hand, Island of Simara Reef Association (ISRA)’s
Installation of Fish Aggravating Device in Corcuera,
Romblon received Php 385,200.00 and St. Vincent
Ferrer Multi-Purpose Cooperative’s Production of
Cooking Oil was given Php 1,000,000.00 as start-up
capital.
These aforementioned funds will be used to purchase
various equipment, tools, jigs, raw materials and
packaging materials specified in the submitted
proposals in order to materialize the goal of each
association, to give their members additional source of

income
to
their living
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alleviate
condition.

Associations, on the other hand, will shoulder labor
cost, land and building/production area, licenses and
permits and other pre-operating and operating
expenses as their share of equity to the projects.
In behalf of Dir. Teodoro T. Delson, OIC – Regional
Director DOLE IV B, Mr. Carlo B. Villaflores, Field Office
head of DOLE Romblon FO, personally awarded the
checks to the beneficiaries and the heads of the
respective Local Government Units that serve as
Accredited Co-Partners (ACPs) in the said projects.
Mr. Villaflores challenged the officials and members of
each
association
to
carefully
monitor
and
unconditionally love their respective projects so that
they will be assisted further by the government once
they showed their sincerity to their promises by making
their projects successfully viable. He also stressed out
that the funds given to them were the taxes of each
Filipino and association members needs to be vigilant
and pro-active in running their business and be a part
of progress in their community because if their
community endeavor is successful, it will facilitate job
creation and uplift the standard of living of each
member.
Officials of the beneficiary-associations, as their reply to
Mr. Villaflores’ request, pledged their commitment and
active participation to their selected project. Likewise,
Officials of each ACP also assured DOLE that they will
properly implement the projects and closely monitor
the plans, activities and reports of the beneficiaryassociations.
To complete the approved 2015 2nd Quarter DOLE
Integrated Livelihood and Emergency Employment
Program (DILEEP) Fund of Php 3,349,805.00 for the
Province of Romblon, DOLE Romblon FO will further
award funds to other two (2) projects, namely; Manna
Harvest Association’s Sustainable Livelihood through
Seaweed Production in Looc, Romblon and Samahang
Mangingisda ng Kulasi, Tabun-ac at Sabang
(SAMKUTSA)’s Processing of Fish for Value Addition of a
Local Resource in Danao Norte, Sta. Fe, Romblon with
the amount of Php 596,000.00 and Php 379,595.00,
respectively, before the end of June 2015.
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MINDORO MANGYANS THANK DOLE IV-B FOR LIVELIHOOD
“Marami na kaming hiningian ng tulong, at

projects given by the Department. They (parents) even

ngayon lang, bukod tanging ang DOLE ang tumugon

assured that their children will finish their studies and

sa kahilingan naming mga katutubong Mangyan,

sustain their kabuhayan projects since this is what they

salamat sa DOLE.” (“We have approached different

had committed during the celebration of World Day

offices for help, however, among them; DOLE is the

against Child Labor last June 30, 2014.

only one who respond to our requests for the
indigenous Mangyan, thanks to DOLE”), this is what
Dayna Yaw-an expressed to DOLE IV-B Regional
Director Teodoro T. Delson during the awarding of
livelihood projects in Rizal for the Mangyan held at
Rizal Municipal Gymnasium on May 28, 2015. Yaw-an,
whose the spokesperson of the Mangyan tribes
expresses his joy before Hon. Mayor Jesus A. Valdez,
Vice Mayor Ferdinand Arca, PESO Manager Voltaire
Valdez, SB Members and DOLE OCCMIN Field Officer
Mr. Roy V. Balleza, after they had received their
complete farm im plements (hand tractors with
complete accessories, trailer, suyod, plows, carabaos
and certified seeds) which will indeed help them a lot
to make their lives better in the mountain. It can be
noted that on December 2014, DOLE has awarded a
total of more than P1.5M intended for the 11 IP
associations benefitting almost 260 members thru the
Municipal Government of Rizal as the Accredited CoPartner (ACP).
Further, another highlight of the program were
the assisted parents of child laborers on the four (4)
barangays

of

Rizal

namely

Adela,

Rumbang,

Malawaan and Salvacion, as they affirmatively stated
before Director Delson that child labor occurrences
are no longer happening in their barangays since they
are now prospering on their respected livelihood
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DOLE

Occidental

Mindoro

Field

Office

is

continuously working closely with the above stated 4
barangays,

LGU

Rizal

and

other

stakeholders,

especially the people in the community to be able to
curb child labor in the locality.
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Tulong Pang hanap buhay sa Ating Disadvantaged
The Tulong Pang hanap buhay sa Ating Disadvantaged (TUPAD)
Workers Program – Emergency Employment is a program of the
Department executed whenever workers are displaced from
work due to economic disruptions, natural disasters, calamities or
armed conflicts. In the 663 TUPAD beneficiaries for 2015, another
surpass from the 512 target of the region; 364 or almost 55% of it
were from Oriental Mindoro Province.

TARGET : 512 ACCOMPLISMENT: 663

DOLE, ILO EXTEND HELP TO NONA VICTIMS THROUGH EEP
The Emergency Employment Program (EEP)
funded by the Region in partnership with
International Labor Organization (ILO) for the Year
2015 extended support to the heavily affected
Municipalities of Oriental Mindoro and Romblon
Province through short-term employment generation.
Project activities included recovery of debris and
repairs of community facilities by workers displaced
and affected by one of the most devastating
calamity that hit the country.
ILO shouldered five (5) working days of the
EEP which started on December 23, 2015 plus
accident insurance and social protection of the
workers with a total cost of PHP 7,221,120.45
benefiting 2,345 while DOLE 4B shoulders the
remaining 5 working days which started immediately
on the first week of January 2016 as part of its
counterpart to the ILO fund.
The EEP enabled the beneficiaries to have a
short-term wage employment that provided them
and their families enough income to defray basic
family requirements temporarily.
The hard-hit
Municipalities of Oriental Mindoro and Romblon were
supported through various public works activities.
The temporary employment infused some cash
which jump-started the local economy.
Despite the severe difficulty in reaching the
identified municipalities, the outcomes of the
implementation of the EEP noted no serious problems
in the delivery of services. Challenges encountered
may have slightly delayed the implementation, but
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achieving the objectives and targets of the project
was not hindered.
In addition herewith, this January 2015,
DOLE4B will have its own 10 working days that will
employ an estimate of 1,630 workers with a total cost
of PHP 8,801,041.94 now including the province of
Marinduque.
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INDUSTRY TRIPARTITE COUNCIL
DOLE ESTABLISHES AGRICULTURE BUSINESS INDUSTRY
TRIPARTITE COUNCIL IN OCCIDENTAL MINDORO
Industrial peace is a fundamental requisite of
national growth, development and social justice; this is
the main goal set by the Department of Labor and
Employment Regional Office No. 4B thru DOLE
Occidental Mindoro Field Office in spearheading the
creation of Agribusiness Industry Tripartite Council
(AGRITC).
The ITC will help in formulating tripartite views,
monitor the full implementation and compliance by
concerned sectors with provisions of all tripartite
instruments, including codes of conduct thru the
Voluntary Code of Good Practices, and even social
accords.
The activity which was held at Sikatuna Beach
Hotel and Restaurant on November 26, 2015 was well
attended by the labor and management sector
representatives all over the Province of Occidental
Mindoro. Some of the topics discussed are: Labor Laws
Compliance System, Labor Relations, Human Relations,
Review on General Labor Standards and the
presentation of the draft Voluntary Code of Good
Practices.
Agribusiness Industry Tripartite Council Members:
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Chairman:

Atty. Alvin M. Villamor, OICRegional Director
Mr. Roy V. Balleza,
Field Office Head
Vice Chairman for the Management:
Mr. Rodolfo Plopinio (JALIRI)
Mr. Leonilo Macabulos (Weal Builders, Onion
Cold Storage)
Mr. Teodoro Soria (BUKAL MPC)Labor Sector
Representatives:
Mr. Andrew Pereja
(AgriBank – San Jose)
Ms. Ma. Edisa Diaz
(SANIFAMCO)
Ms. Wenelyn Prangue
(Prangue Rice Mill)
Mr. Ian mark Carnaje
(Sotto Rice Mill)
Vice Chairman for the Government:
Mr. Gerardo Lareda
(Department of Agriculture)
Ms. Carmelita Villanada
(Office of the Provincial Agricult
urist)
Secretary
Ms. Laarni Grace Paulmanal
(PMFTC)
Subcomittee:
Information/Communication:
Mr. Homer Pasigpasigan (PMFTC)
Ms. Donna Salonga (H. Abique
Rice Mill)
Ms. Christal Ann Narsoles (New
Mamburao Rice Mill)
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CHILD LABOR PREVENTION AND ELIMINATION PROGRAM
Certified new frontier cointinuing barangays as Child Labor Free
TARGET : 5 ACCOMPLISMENT: 5

Certified cointinuing low-hanging barangays as Child Labor Free
TARGET : 5 ACCOMPLISMENT: 5

Certified low-hanging barangays as Child Labor Free
TARGET : 5 ACCOMPLISMENT: 6
DOLE MIMAROPA supports the Department’s campaign for a Child Labor Free Barangay which aims to contribute to
the vision of a “Child Labor-Free Philippines” through influencing change and obtaining commitment and support
from various stakeholders to make barangays free from child labor.
For the year 2015, six (6) barangays were certified as Child Labor-Free.
Brgy. Campaasan, Bulalacao, Oriental Mindoro
Brgy. Maasin, Bulalacao, Oriental Mindoro
Brgy. Li-o, Romblon, Romblon
Brgy. Sablayan, Romblon, Romblon
Brgy. Rumbang, Rizal, Occidental Mindoro
Brgy. Salvacion, Rizal, Occidental Mindoro
Through the help and commitment of partner agencies in the municipality, these barangays will be continuously
monitored to ensure that their certification as Child Labor-Free Barangay is sustained.
There were some barangays that were provided interventions and services but still need some enhancements to
achieve the goal of being Child Labor-free.
Brgy. Papandayan, Pinamalayan, Oriental Mindoro
Brgy. Caigangan, Buenavista, Marinduque
Brgy. Libas, Buenavista, Marinduque
Brgy. Hinag-oman, Ferrol, Romblon
Brgy. Li-o, Romblon, Romblon
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DOLE MIMAROPA Celebrates World Day Against Child Labor
DOLE MIMAROPA celebrates the 2015 World Day
against Child Labor in Bulalacao and Mansalay,
Oriental Mindoro by giving school supplies to one
hundred (100) child laborers and children at risk of
becoming child laborer last June 24-25, 2015.

stakeholders to ensure that the children are given
quality education instead of working at their early age.
Mr. Ramezes R. Torres of DOLE Oriental Mindoro Field
Office discussed the different programs of the
Department on child labor.

The beneficiaries were the children of the parents who
were given livelihood assistance last year and are
residents of Brgy. Maasin, Cambunang
and
Campaasan of Bulalacao, Oriental Mindoro and Brgy.
Cabalwa, B. Del Mundo and Poblacion of Mansalay
Oriental Mindoro.

Representatives from the Philippine National Police,
Department of Education, Municipal Social and
Development Office and Local Government Unit
discussed also their respective programs to help
eliminate child labor in their respective municipalities.

Aside from gift giving, one of the highlight of the activity
was the signing of commitment of the parents,
barangay officials, school teachers, and other

Parents of child laborers and children at risk of
becoming child laborer were also present in the said
activity.
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LABOR LAWS COMPLIANCE SYSTEM
The continuing thrust of DOLE in ensuring and enforcing
compliance of establishments with labor standards under its new
system-Labor Laws Compliance System (LLCS), DOLE IVB is
always committed to reach or even exceed its yearly target of
assessment. The 1,115 establishments assessed in 2015 over its
target of 1,000 is a noticeable proof that the regions few LLCOs
never cease to give free assistance to employers and workers in
attaining voluntary compliance with the minimum labor
standards and minimize the piling up of labor cases through the
developmental approach of LLCS.

TARGET : 1,000 ACCOMPLISMENT: 1,115

DOLE collaborates with SSS, Philhealth and PAG – IBIG to assist resort owners and
other business partners
Towards compliance of resort owners and other
business partners on general labor standards and on
occupational safety and health standards, DOLE
Labor Laws Compliance Officers (LLCOs) conducted a
Follow-up Assessment in Whitebeach Puerto Galera on
May 27-28, 2015. This is to check how much the
employers, who have been subjected to Joint
Assessment, have corrected the noted deficiencies on
general labor standards including wages and wagerelated benefits and on occupational safety and
health. They were invited to appear before the LLCOs
at Whitebeach Lodge Function Hall to submit their
proof of correction or action on findings resulting from
that JA.
Appropriate assistance leading to
compliance such as payroll preparation and a one-on
-one orientation on labor standards was also extended
to each of the registered employers.
SSS, Philhealth and PAG-IBIG was invited to join this 2day activity for them to act on findings involving social
welfare benefits of workers such as non-coverage with
SSS, Philhealth and PAG-IBIG and/or non-remittance of
monthly premiums. Mr. Hector Ramos (SSS), Ms. Agnes
Castro (PAG-IBIG), Ms. Edarlyn Madali (PAG-IBIG), Ms.
Ma. Neresa Reganis (Philhealth) and Mr. Ruel Caringal
(Philhealth) rendered on-the-spot registration and
advisory services for the employers to understand the
importance of compliance with the mandatory
requirements of social welfare coverage.
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Feedback on compliance will later be submitted by
these partner agencies to DOLE to support the possible
issuance of Certificate of Compliance.
Interestingly, 35 employers or 80% of the total
establishments subjected to JA responded positively to
the notice of follow-up assessment. They appeared
and submitted employment records, proof of
correction on noted deficiencies, and other pertinent
documents necessary for LLCOs action. Of them, 80%
or 28 were noted to have effected correction at plant
level which merits issuance of Notice of Result.
The success of this activity signaled a bright prospect
of having all establishments in Whitebeach Puerto
Galera become fully compliant with labor standards
towards future declaration of the area as a Labor Laws
Compliant Tourism Destination.
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SINGLE ENTRY APPROACH
SENA Settlement Rate:

TARGET : 75% ACCOMPLISMENT: 90.63%

SENA Disposition Rate:

TARGET : 100% ACCOMPLISMENT: 100%

OUR SENA 2015
“Hindi po ako binabayaran ng minimum pay ng
employer ko.”
“Wala pong bayadang holiday at overtime namin.”
“Hindi po kami covered ng SSS, PhilHealth at PAG-IBIG.”
“Hindi po kami binibigyan ng

13th

month pay.”

“Tinanggalpoako ng walangdahilan.”
These complaints are no longer new to the ears
of designated Single-Entry Approach Desk Officers or
SEADOs from workers who keep coming to DOLE IVB
Field Offices seeking for assistance. SEADOs who are
equipped with proper trainings and skills in handling
these cases can readily provide assistance following
the procedures of Single-Entry Approach (SENA) and
DOLE IVB’s best practices for immediate and ease
settlement of various labor disputes.
Single Entry Approach as defined by the Bureau
of Labor Relations of DOLE is an administrative
approach to provide a speedy, impartial, inexpensive
and accessible settlement procedure for all issues/
complaints arising from employer-employee relations to
prevent them from ripening into full blown disputes.
Under this approach, all labor and employment
disputes shall undergo a 30-day mandatory
conciliation-mediation process to effect settlement
among the contending parties.
In 2015, there were 544 Request for Assistance
(RFAs) filed in the provinces of MIMAROPA Region of
which 490 or 90.63% were settled with total monetary
benefits amounting to more than 8.5M to 706 workers in
an average duration of 10 days to settle based from
records. The remaining 54 unsettled requests were
either referred to NLRC and other concerned
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government agencies for proper action or withdrawn
by the requesting party making 100% disposition rate of
all filed requests.

How we do it here in MIMAROPA
Conferences are held in DOLE Field Offices with
the presence of the requesting party, the respondent
and the SEADO. Procedures of the conciliationmediation process are explained first as well as all the
applicable laws relevant to the issues involved. Aside
from being knowledgeable of the law and
jurisprudence on the issues, the ability of the SEADOs to
make the atmosphere comfortable for both parties to
peacefully discuss their issues help in having a win-win
solution. In some instances, settlement of money claim
problems are reached even without personal
appearance of the respondents and cases were just
explained by SEADOs through phone conversation.
Moreover, projection of authority of SEADOs is a must in
settling tough cases and sometimes tough people.
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Status of Funds by MFO
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

MAJOR FINAL OUTPUT II

Allotment

Allotment

Obligation

Obligation

Balance

Balance

MAJOR FINAL OUTPUT III

MAJOR FINAL OUTPUT IV

Allotment

Allotment

Obligation

Obligation

Balance

Balance

Status of Funds-Grants
SPES

DILP

Allotment

Allotment

Obligation

Obligation

Balance

Balance

WODP

GIP

Allotment

Allotment

Obligation

Obligation

Balance

Balance
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GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT
RATIONALE
Women’s Month Celebration is one way of showing how women are valued with their roles and
accomplishments in leadership, power and decision-making.
To pay tribute to all women who passionately led with their contributions, the office has come up with an
annual oral prophylaxis to regard the activity.
This activity is also in adherence with the Gender and Development mandate as an identified organizationfocused activity for employees.

OBJECTIVES
1. To limit oral disease and dental caries among employees;
2. To understand the importance of oral hygiene and its
essential necessity for maintaining oral cavity health.

DOLE 82nd FOUNDING ANNIVERSARY
RATIONALE
For 2015, the Department of Labor and Employment celebrate its 82 nd founding anniversary with the theme,
“82 Taong Mahusay na Serbisyo sa Manggagawang Pilipino”. The agency recognizes the contributions of the
employees to the success of the region in achieving its targets.
With this, the Regional Office together with Oriental Mindoro Field Office will celebrate the anniversary with a
Thanksgiving Lunch andWellness Program: Body Massage. The massage is the treat to the employees as a token
ofappreciation totheir indefatigable efforts and services in the implementation of DOLE Programs.

OBJECTIVES
The activity aims at a simple gathering of all employees to share an enjoyable lunch with relaxation service
as a one-day escape from the stressful workload, of DOLE Programs and services.
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Capacity
Building

TECHNICAL TRAINING WORKSHOP FOR THE ENHANCED SRS
OFFLINE SYSTEM CUM TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
RATIONALE

The National SRS is a five-year Project of the Department with the main objective of establishing and
maintaining a continuing nationwide manpower skills registration sytem with the enhanced Phil-Jobnet as the
repository of the Register. The Register of Skills shall contain a manpower supply indicating their qualifications and
skills which can be readily accessed by clients. In addition, job posting of employers shall also be available to
indicate the current demand for labor. Other databases of the DOLE agencies shall be in harmony with the PhilJobnet databases to facilitate interchanges of information about the country’s labor demand and supply.
At present, Region 4b has already covered 55 LGU’s and has a total of 16,660 registrants lowest among all
regions.
To ensure the efficient and effective implementation of the said Program, the conduct of this Training
Workshops is initiated to allow DOLE Regional Office and DOLE Field Offices to identify and correct the gaps
encountered and learn from good practices from other regions.
In addition, to harness the quality of public service a Team Building Exercise was proposed to be conducted for
all regional and field office personnel. The purpose of the exercise is to provide employees with opportunities for a
meaningful involvement, contributions and challenge with bottom line results of higher quality outputs of service
and productivity.

OBJECTIVES
1.) To equip the SRS Focal persons and coordinators on the technical aspect of the project;
2.) Present the proposed New NSRP Form 1.
3.) Discuss the Features and Functionalities of the proposed New SRS System.
4.) Discuss the Features and Functionalities of the proposed New PhilJobNet system.
5.) To enhance the work environment between and among the supervisors and employees both in the
regional and field offices that will result to a work climate conducive for personality and program
implementation development, promote stronger positive values for better public service, and improving
employees’ morale.
6.) To involve all personnel in physical activities once in a year as part of the Employee Wellness and
Welfare specifically on Physical, Social. And Cultural Programs.
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DOLE MIMAROPA IS0 9001:2008 Certified

After a year of hard work, teamwork and
preparation to attain the dream of becoming an ISO
9001:2008 Certified, DOLE MIMAROPA had a great
start for the year 2015 by its certification ISO 9001:2008
(Quality Management System) in March 2015. This
shows that the Regional Office is committed in
implementing the principle of customer satisfaction
and Efficient, Effective and Timely delivery of services.
Certification International Philippines (CIP)
conducted the External Audit on February 2 – 4, 2015
in the Regional Office and the Field Offices of
Oriental Mindoro, Occidental Mindoro, Romblon,
Palawan and Marinduque. The scope of the
Certification is composing Twenty One (21) Core
Procedures / TSSD Processes, Sixteen (16) Support
Procedures / IMSD Processes and Thirteen (13) Quality
Procedures.
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By being certified, it strengthens the relationship of
DOLE MIMAROPA Regional and Field Offices. It also
awakens its employees on how to serve their client a
Good and Quality services.
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Significant Events
Labor Day Job Fair

PESO CONGRESS
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CAREER CONGRESS

AWARDING OF COC (ODIONGAN, ROMBLON)
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WORLD DAY AGAINST CHILD LABOR

TECHNICAL WORKSHOP FOR THE ENHANCED SRS OFFLINE SYSTEM CUM TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY
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WRATH OF TYHPOON NONA

EEP in ACTION
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PALAWAN FIELD OFFICE

MARINDIQUE FIELD OFFICE
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OCCIDENTAL MINDORO FIELD OFFICE
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ORIENTAL MINDORO FIELD OFFICE

EDITORIAL BOARD
CONSULTANTS
Atty. Alvin M. Villamor, OIC-Regiomal Director
Roderick F. Tamacay, OIC– Asst. Regional Director
CONTRIBUTORS
Loreta D. Catapang, Senior LEO/LCO ORMIN
Rosemarie E. Campos, Planning Officer III
Jhomer Greg P. Acedillo, LEO II/ LCO Regional Office
Gener L. Francisco, LEO III/ LCO OCCMIN
Renell G. Mayo, LEO II/LCO Romblon
Marjun S. Moreno, Senior LEO/LCO Marinduque
LAYOUT ARTIST
Kim Neko C. Baña
Lew Apollo C. Salazar
Arteogines P. Paredes
Kenneth Jon T. Donato, ISA II
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Office of the Regional Director

Technical Support Service Division
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Internal Management Service Division

Palawan Field Office
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Oriental Mindoro Field Office

Occidental Mindoro Field Office
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Marinduque Field Office

Romblon Field Office
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NRCO

Deployed in Foreign Countries

Outsourced Employees
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As ONE we can…..!
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